Increasing the integration level of planar lightwave circuits is one of the most important objectives of optical telecom component research. However, non-reciprocal optical components, such as optical isolators and circulators, are still escaping the possibility of monolithic integration. Up till now various concepts for a waveguide version of an optical isolator have been proposed and/or demonstrated experimentally [I] . Even though some of these designs achieve practical isolation ratios, they are all based on a ferrimagnetic garnet material system, making integration with standard III-V semiconductor devices rather cumbersome. Furthermore the most successful of these designs either make use of a TE-TM mode conversion principle or a Mach-Zehnder interferometer layout. The former suffer h m very stringent phase matching requirements, while the latter have a large wavelength sensitivity and show poor fabrication tolerances. A few years ago, a novel concept for integrating optical isolation was theoretically proposed [2], [3] . Being basically a ferromagnetic metal-clad JnP-based semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA), this novel isolator design is, in contrast with all previously reported isolator designs; simple to fabricate, shows a large wavelength operation range and allows for direct monolithic integration. We report on the first experimental demonstration of this novel isolator technology. exhibits a non-reciprocal behaviour for propagating TM waveguide modes. This is due to the difference in reflection coefficient at the magnetized metal contact for the forward and backward propagating TM mode. This effect is known as the transverse magnetwptic (MO) Kerr effect [4] and, in a waveguide configuration, leads to directiow dependent dispersion equations for the guided TM modes. As a consequence both the effective absorption coefficient and the effective index of the guided TM modes become direction dependent. Therefore, by properly biasing the SOA (and hence using the magnetized ferromagnetic metal layer also as an electrical contact), this component can be made transparent in one direction while lossy in the other, hence isolating. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 1 . It should be noted that of course the ferromagnetic properties of the contact allow a high remanent magnetization, or in other words, no external magnetic field is needed to keep the contact magnetized. 3. Design and Fabrication A proper design of such an optical isolator first of all needs to take several key aspects into account. The chosen ferromagnetic metal must show both a sufficiently strong magneteoptic effect at the desired wavelength and a sufficiently low contact resistivity towards InP-based SOA's. The active layer of the SOA on the other hand must provide sufficiently strong TM material gain, while at the same time suppressing TE gain (thereby avoiding gain sahuation through amplification of spurious TE noise). We previously reported on the successful realization of the former two requirements [SI, using a sputter-deposited C%Fel0 ferromagnetic metal alloy. For the latter requirements, a tensile strained multiquanhm well (MQW) layer structure has been designed, optimizing the well and barrier thicknessess and their respective tensile and compensating compressive strain, in order to obtain optimum TM material gain at the desired wavelength of 1300 tun. To complete the design, the thicknesses of the M buffer layer, and of both Separate Confinement Heterostructure (SCH) layers enclosing the MQW active layer, need to be optimized. Decreasing the thickness of the InP buffer layer, will increase the amount of TM light guided near the MO metal contact, and hence lead to an increased non-reciprocal effect but also to an increase in net optical absorption to be compensated in the forward direction. Varying the thicknesses of the SCH layers, on the other hand, can help to optimize the confinement of the TM light in the QWs, and minimize the needed QW material gain.
Using an in-house developed photonic simulation tool [6], extended with an algorithm for perturbational magnetwptic waveguide calculations, the needed TM QW material gain for forward transparency and the nonreciprocal TM optical absorption difference has been calculated in a sufficiently large portion of the 3D parameter space, formed by the three mentioned thicknesses. For every chosen M buffer thickness, the corresponding optimal thickness combination for the SCH layers has been found by locating the maximum non-reciprocal effect within a region of theoretically achievable TM QW material gain. Figure 2 gives an example of such a calculation. Based on these kind of simulations three different prototype layer structures were grown using an optimized Gas Source Molecular Beam Epitaxy process. They were subsequently processed into ridge waveguides of varying widths (2 to 4 p). The SOnm magnemn sputter-deposited ferromagnetic CoFe contacts have been defined through standard lift-off techniques. The top p-contact has been capped with an extra protective Ti/Au bilayer (40/1 lotun), while for the back contact AuGe has been used. Table 1 gives the gown layer stn~ctures and their simulated performance. 
4.
In order to prove the non-reciprocal behavior of a ferromagnetic metal-clad SOA, it suffices to observe the change in output of the TM Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE) under magnetization reversal in the CoFe layer.
Reversing the transverse magnetization while observing the same output facet is equivalent to successively detecting forward and backward propagating light. Fig. 3 gives a schematic representation of the measurement setup. By looping the applied voltage over the coils of the electromagnet the magnetization in the CoFe layer is looped Measurement of non-reciprocal M E emission and characterisation
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through one complete hysteresis cycle. As a consequence of the magnetooptic non-reciprocal effect at play the detected TM ASE should emulate this hysteresis curve. Also, in order to prove that no magnet*mechanical effects take place, the TE ASE (which is insensitive to the MO effect) should he flat. The measurement example in Fig. 3 shows that both effects are clearly observed. 
with A a the non-reciprocal optical absorption difference and Tg-a the net modal loss, which is in a first approximation logarithmic dependent on the injected current density (fg-a = A InJ -B). Choosing A, B and A a as fitting parameters and using a least-squares algorithm, (1) can he fitted to the ratios, measured for different current densities and different lengths L. All experiments have been carried under pulsed current conditions (pulse width loons, duty cycle lo%), in order to avoid thermal effects. Fig. 4 shows the results of such an experiment, performed on the 250 nm buffer thickness layer structure. A da of 1.25 dB/mm is obtained, approaching the design value. We have designed, fabricated and successfully tested for the first time a novel concept for monolithic integration of optical isolation. These first results prove the soundness of the novel technology. It is believed that with further optimization ofthe layer structure practical isolation ratios in the range of 20 dB are achievable.
